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Character segmentation plays a very important role in a text recognition system. The
simple technique of using inter-character gap for segmentation is useful for fine printed
documents, but this technique fails to give satisfactory results if the input text con-
tains touching characters. In this paper, we have proposed two algorithms to segment
touching characters, and one algorithm to segment overlapping lines in degraded printed
Gurmukhi document. Various categories of touching characters in different zones, along
with their solutions, have been proposed. The solution methodology extensively uses
the structural properties of Gurmukhi script. The algorithm proposed for segmenting
horizontally overlapping lines uses a heuristics based upon the height of a character.
The problem of multiple horizontally overlapping lines may occur in a number of situa-
tions such as printed newspapers, old magazines and books etc. Similarity among Indian
scripts allows us to use these algorithms for solving the segmentation problems in other

Indian languages also.

Keywords: Gurmukhi script; touching characters; horizontally overlapping lines; top
zone; character segmentation.
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1. Introduction

Degraded document leads to many problems when processed by an Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) system. The main sources of degraded texts are
photostatted pages, fax messages, typewriter-printed pages, dot matrix printer
printed pages, noisy images, newspaper text, old documents etc. Segmentation of
characters becomes a complex process in these kinds of documents as it becomes
very difficult to decide the touching characters and their position. The position
becomes important in order to take a decision to segment them. As such, there is a
need for developing algorithms for segmenting the touching characters in degraded
printed documents of a language. In the present paper, we have proposed algo-
rithms for segmenting the touching characters in degraded printed documents of
Gurmukhi script. It has also been noticed that the problem of overlapping lines is
very significant in recognizing the text from newspapers. We have also developed
an algorithm for segmenting the horizontally overlapping lines in printed Gurmukhi
newspapers. Fine printed leading newspapers of Gurmukhi script also sometimes
contain overlapping lines. This is due to the compaction methods used for the
printing of the newspapers. Segmentation of these overlapping lines is very impor-
tant from character recognition point of view. This problem is also significant in
the newspapers of other Indian languages. Similarity in some of the Indian scripts
allows us to use the algorithm to solve the problem of overlapping lines in other
Indian languages.

A number of algorithms1−6 have been proposed in the past for segmenting
touching characters in Roman script. In 1987, Kahan et al.2 have proposed very
useful double differential function to segment the touching characters. Tsujimoto
and Asada constructed a decision tree for resolving ambiguity in segmenting touch-
ing characters.3 Casey and Nagy have proposed a recursive segmentation algorithm
for segmenting touching characters.4 T. Hong had utilized visual inter-word con-
straint available in a text image to split word images into pieces for segmenting
degraded characters.5 Liang et al.6 proposed a discrimination function for segment-
ing touching characters based on both pixel and profile projections. They proposed
a dynamic recursive segmentation algorithm with accuracy of 99.40–99.85% for
segmenting touching characters. Zhao et al.7 proposed a two stage approach to
segment unconstrained handwritten Chinese characters. In their approach, first a
character string is coarsely segmented based on the vertical projection and back-
ground skeleton, and the blocks of connected characters are identified, then in
the fine segmentation stage connected characters are separated with an accuracy
of 81.6%.

Many algorithms8−14 have also been proposed to segment the touching hand-
written numerals. Elnagar and Alhajj proposed a thinning based algorithm for
segmenting single touching handwritten digits, based on background and contour
features in conjunction with a set of heuristics to determine the potential segmenta-
tion points with accuracy of 96%.8 Yu and Yan have developed a method to separate
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single touching handwritten numeral strings using structural features.9,10 In their
approach, based on the structural points in the handwritten numeral strings, the
touching region of the touching component is determined, and then based on the
geometrical information of a special structural point, a candidate touching point is
selected. Finally, they used morphological analysis and partial recognition results
for the purpose. Chi et al.11 proposed a contour curvature-based algorithm to seg-
ment single- and double-touching handwritten digit strings. Lu et al.12 proposed
a background thinning approach for the segmentation of connected handwritten
digit strings. Pal et al.13 have used water reservoir concept for segmenting uncon-
strained handwritten connected numerals. They have considered the location, size
and touching position (top, middle or bottom) of the reservoir and then analyzed
the reservoir boundary, touching position and topological features of the touching
pattern, determining the best segmentation point with an accuracy of 94.8%. Chen
and Wang used thinning based method to segment single- or multiple-touching
handwritten numerals.14 They performed thinning of both foreground and back-
ground regions on the image of connected numeral strings. The end and fork points
obtained by thinning are used for cutting points extraction.

Few algorithms15−21 have been investigated on segmenting the touching char-
acters in Indian scripts. Bansal and Sinha have segmented the conjuncts (one kind
of touching patterns) in Devanagari script using the structural properties of the
script.15 Conjuncts are generally found in Devanagari script pages. Conjunct is a
combination of a half character followed by a full character. They have segmented
the conjuncts with an accuracy of 84%. Their work is, however, limited to the seg-
mentation of conjuncts for touching characters. Garain and Chaudhuri have used a
technique based on fuzzy multifactorial analysis to segment the touching characters
in Devanagari and Bangla scripts.16,17 The limitation of their process of segmenting
the touching characters is the proposition that at the touching position the width
of the touching blob is limited to few columns. This technique works fine if the
width of the touching blob is small but it does not work that well when the blob
width at touching position is equal to or greater than the stroke width. Although,
the simultaneous application of recognition and segmentation process will eliminate
this problem to some extent, but performance may not improve drastically. We have
tried to resolve this issue in the present paper. Chaudhuri et al.18 have used the
principle of water overflow from a reservoir to segment the touching characters in
Oriya script. Jindal et al.19 have used the structural properties of Gurmukhi script
for segmenting the touching characters in middle zone of printed Gurmukhi script.
Lehal and Singh have given an algorithm to segment the touching characters in
upper zone of Gurmukhi script.20,21 Bansal has discussed an algorithm to solve the
problem of horizontally overlapping lines in Devanagari script.22 Harikumar et al.23

have used the concept of average line height to segment the horizontally overlap-
ping lines in Malayalam script. An important survey paper has been published by
Srinivas et al.24 on OCR research carried out on Indian scripts.
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A special issue of International Journal of Document Analysis and Recognition
(IJDAR) has been published on analysis of historical documents containing few
very important papers.25−27 These papers deal with problems erupting in all the
major phases like preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification
of an OCR system for recognition of old historical documents. The techniques
used in these papers for recognition of historical documents can be explored for
recognition of degraded documents of any script. A number of useful methods for
line segmentation have been discussed in handwriting segmentation contest28 held
during ICDAR 2007.

In this paper, we have proposed the algorithms for segmenting horizontally over-
lapping lines and for segmenting touching characters in different zones of Gurmukhi
script. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, features of
Gurmukhi script have been described briefly. In Sec. 3, the problem of horizontally
overlapping lines has been discussed and algorithms have been proposed to solve
this problem. Various categories of touching characters have been identified in all
the three zones of degraded printed Gurmukhi script in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we have
proposed algorithm for segmenting touching characters in upper zone. Section 6 con-
sists of an algorithm proposed for segmenting touching characters in middle zone.
In Sec. 7, we have proposed solution strategy for segmenting touching characters
in lower zone. Finally, Sec. 8 contains results and discussions.

2. Features of Gurmukhi Script

Gurmukhi syllabary initially consisted of 32 consonants, three vowel bearers, ten
vowel modifiers (including muktā having no sign) and three auxiliary signs (semi-
vowel). Later on, six more consonants have been added to this script. These six
consonants are multi-component characters that can be decomposed into isolated
parts. Besides these, some characters modify the consonants once they are appended
just below to them. These are called half characters or subjoined characters. The
consonants, vowel bearers, additional consonants, vowel modifiers, auxiliary signs
and half characters of Gurmukhi script (jointly called sub-symbols in this paper)
are given in Fig. 1. In other words, a connected component after removing the
headline is called a sub-symbol.

Writing style in Gurmukhi is from left to right. The concept of capital and
small characters is not there in Gurmukhi script. A line of Gurmukhi script can
be partitioned into three horizontal zones, namely, upper zone, middle zone and
lower zone. The middle zone generally consists of the consonants. These three zones
are described in Fig. 2 with the help of one example word. The upper and lower
zones may contain parts of vowel modifiers, auxiliary signs and half characters.
In middle zone, most of the characters contain a horizontal line on the top, as
shown in Fig. 1. This line is called the headline. The characters in a word are
connected through the headline along with vowel modifiers such as , , etc. The
headline helps in the recognition of script line positions and character segmentation.
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Fig. 1. Characters and symbols of Gurmukhi script.

Fig. 2. Different zones of Gurmukhi script: (a) upper zone from line number 1 to 2, (b) middle
zone from line number 3 to 4, (c) lower zone from line number 4 to 5.

The segmentation problem for Gurmukhi script is entirely different from scripts of
other common languages such as English, Chinese, and Urdu etc. In Roman script,
windows enclosing each character composing a word do not usually share the same
pixel values in vertical direction. But in Gurmukhi script, as shown in Fig. 2, two or
more characters of same word may share the same pixel values in vertical direction.
This adds to the complication of segmentation problem in Gurmukhi script. Because
of these differences in the physical structure of Gurmukhi characters from those of
Roman, Chinese, Japanese and Arabic scripts, the existing algorithms for character
segmentation of these scripts do not work efficiently for Gurmukhi script.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the contents of the three zones, i.e. upper, middle and
lower zone respectively. The upper zone is either occupied by vowel modifiers,
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auxiliary signs or it is empty. Similarly the lower zone is either occupied by vowel
modifiers, half characters or it is empty. In Fig. 2, line number two defines the start
of headline and line number three, end of the headline. Also, line number four is
called the base line.

3. Problem of Horizontally Overlapping Line Segmentation

In printed Gurmukhi script, applying the simple concept of horizontal projection to
segment the whole document into individual lines does not work well. Sometimes
lower zone characters of one line touch the upper zone characters of next line, thus
producing multiple horizontally overlapping lines. Problem of horizontally overlap-
ping lines is very common in Gurmukhi newspapers. Before identifying the problem
of multiple horizontally overlapping lines and proposing its solution, we hereby give
some definitions:

• Definition 1 (Horizontal projection): For a given binary image of size L × M

where L is the height and M is the width of the image, the horizontal projection
is defined as6:

HP(i), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L

where HP(i) is the total number of black pixels in ith horizontal row.
• Definition 2 (Vertical projection): For a given binary image of size L × M

where L is the height and M is the width of the image, the vertical projection is
defined as6:

VP(j), j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M

where VP(j) is the total number of black pixels in jth vertical column.
• Definition 3 (Continuous vertical projection): For a given binary image of size

L × M where L is the height and M is the width of the image, the continuous
vertical projection is defined as:

CVP(k), k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M

where CVP(k) counts the first run of consecutive black pixels in kth vertical
column.

• Definition 4 (Strip): A strip can be defined as a collection of consecutive run
of horizontal rows, each containing at least one pixel.

The problem of line segmentation further intensifies in degraded printed Gur-
mukhi script as the horizontal projections of the document divide the whole docu-
ment into following types of strips:

(i) Strip containing upper zone characters touching with middle zone characters
(strip number 1 in Fig. 3).

(ii) Strip containing only upper zone characters (strip number 2 in Fig. 3).
(iii) Strip containing only middle zone characters (strip number 3 in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Different strips in printed Gurmukhi text.

(iv) Strip containing only lower zone characters (strip number 4 in Fig. 3).
(v) Strip containing lower zone characters of one line touching with upper zone

of next line (strip number 5 in Fig. 3).
(vi) Strip containing two or more horizontally overlapping lines (strip number 6

in Fig. 3).
(vii) Strip containing upper, middle and lower zone characters, i.e. one complete

line (strip number 7 in Fig. 3).

These different types of strips make it very difficult to find the category of the
given strip. Also, in case of multiple horizontally overlapping lines, it is difficult to
estimate the exact position of pixel row that segments one line from the next line.
Statistical analysis of newspaper articles reveals the information shown in Table 1,
about the occurrence of various strips.

These results have been obtained by analyzing 237 documents, scanned from
fine printed newspaper articles. One of these documents is shown in Fig. 3. The
percentage of existence of these various kinds of strips has been shown in Table 1.
It may be noted that there are seven strips in Fig. 3, but actual number of text

Table 1. Percentage of occurrence of various
types of strips in printed newspaper articles.

Type of strip Percentage of occurrence

1 23.91
2 0.76
3 21.16
4 0.14
5 14.67
6 22.79
7 16.57
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lines in this figure is six. Strips 1 and 7 constitute a complete line and need no
segmentation. Strips 5 and 6 contain overlapping lines, which require proper seg-
mentation. Strip 2 contains only upper zone characters not touching with middle
zone characters and strip 4 contains only lower zone characters not touching with
middle zone characters. Both the strips 2 and 4 are generally similar in height and
decision has to be made about their identity. Similarly strip number 3, which con-
tains only middle zone, needs its upper and lower zones, if exists. As such, it is
necessary to find the exact boundaries of these lines. In the following sub-section,
we propose an algorithm to segment the whole document into individual lines.

3.1. Segmentation of overlapping lines of same size

Most of the printed area of the newspaper is of same size. We propose the Algorithm
1 for segmenting overlapping lines of same size and associating small strips to
their respective text lines of Gurmukhi script. This algorithm segments the whole
document into individual lines. The basic idea behind this algorithm is that, in
general, the difference between base line of one line and starting line of headline
of next line is the same as the height of middle zone and each line has height of
lower and upper zone approximately equal to half of the height of middle zone. The
input of this algorithm is digitized binary matrix of a single column document of
Gurmukhi script and its output is a document with proper line boundaries.

Algorithm 1

Step 1: Find all the n strips in the document using horizontal projections. Mark
the first row of strip i as FRSi and last row of the strip i as LRSi. Find
height of strip i as HS i = LRS i − FRS i + 1.

Step 2: Find all the m headlines in the document using horizontal projections. In
order to identify the position of headlines, find MAXPIX = max{HP(i)}
for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L. The headlines are considered as those lines whose
HP(i) ≥ 70% of MAXPIX
//the threshold limit of 70% is arrived at after detailed and careful
//experimentation.
Whenever HP (i) > 70% of MAXPIX and HP (i +1) < 70% of MAXPIX,
denote it as the ending or last row of the headlines as LRH1, LRH2,
LRH3, . . . , LRHm. Whenever HP (i) > 70% of MAXPIX and HP(i −1) <

70% of MAXPIX, denote it as the starting or first row of the headlines as
FRH1, FRH2, FRH3, . . . , FRHm.

Step 3: Find AVG LINE HEIGHT = 1
m−1

∑m
i=2(LRHi − LRHi−1).

Step 4: Set j = 1 and FRLj = FRS i. //set first row of first line as first row of first
strip.

Step 5: For i = 1 to n perform the following operations: //for each strip.
Step 5.1: if HSi < 30% of AVG LINE HEIGHT, strip is of type 2 then
go to step 5. //for next strip.
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Step 5.2: if HSi > 45% of AVG LINE HEIGHT, strip type is 1, 3, 5, 6
or 7 and will contain at least one headline and one baseline.
Step 5.3: identify the location of baseline using continuous vertical pro-
jections and mark it as BASEj . Also set height of the middle zone as
HGT MID= BASEj −LRHj.
Step 5.4: set last row of line j as LRLj = BASE j + 1

2 (HGT MID).
//This will solve the segmentation problem of strip type of category 1, 3,
5, 7.
Step 5.5: if LRSi > LRLj then
//strip type 6 containing horizontally overlapping lines
set HS i = HS i−(LRLj −FRLj) and increment j. Set FRLj = LRLj−1 +1
and go to step 5.1. //for same strip
Step 5.6: while LRS i+1 <= LRLj increment i

//skip current and subsequent strips of type 4 containing only lower zone
Step 5.7: increment j. Set FRLj = LRLj−1 + 1 and go to step 5. //for
next strip

Step 6: For j = 1 to m

display FRLj to LRLj as line boundaries.

The proposed algorithm is applied on the document given in Fig. 3. Figure 4
shows the boundaries of different lines identified using this algorithm. This algo-
rithm is developed on the basis that difference between base line of one line and
start of headline of next line is same as the height of the middle zone and each line
has height of lower and upper zone equal to approximately half of height of the
middle zone. This algorithm has shown a remarkable improvement in accuracy, for
segmenting the horizontally overlapping lines and associating the small strips to

Fig. 4. Line boundaries identified using proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Document strips containing three and five consecutive horizontally overlapping lines.

their respective lines. This algorithm works efficiently even if the input document
contains more than two consecutive horizontally overlapping lines. In the document
given in Fig. 5, there are three consecutive horizontally overlapping lines in strip
number 1 and five consecutive horizontally overlapping lines in strip number 2. The
proposed algorithm segments all the lines of these strips correctly into individual
lines.

Table 2 gives a statistics that shows the existence of two and more than two
overlapping lines in the scanned newspaper documents. Most of the times only two
lines overlap but a total of 27.43% (consisting of overlapping lines) contain more
than two overlapping lines. This statistics is again based on the analysis of 237
documents scanned from fine printed newspaper articles.

3.2. Segmentation of overlapping lines of different sized text

Documents may contain the text with a large variation in text size. The heading
text lines of newspaper document are always larger in size than the actual news
text size. One can infer from Fig. 6 that first two lines that are the heading of the
news have larger text size (let us call it segment 1) than the text size of the news
text (let us call it segment 2).

Algorithm 1 works accurately for segmenting overlapping lines of the uniform
text size. On the contrary, when two different texts sized lines overlap the algorithm
does not work that accurately. Figure 7 contains the output of the Algorithm 1 when

Table 2. Percentage of occurrence of two and more than
two overlapping lines in newspaper documents.

Number of overlapping lines Percentage of occurrence

2 72.57
3 12.43
4 10.46
5 4.54
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Fig. 6. Printed text of Gurmukhi script containing different size lines.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Line boundaries: (a) six lines identified using Algorithm 1, (b) problem with Algorithm 1
as line number 2 extracts some portion of line number 3.

applied on the document shown in Fig. 6. One can see that line number 2 and 3 are
not properly segmented. Line number 2 has overlapped with line number 3, thus
producing incorrect segmentation by breaking some text portion of the third line
and adding it to the second line. Other lines have been correctly segmented. As
such, two consecutive lines having different text size are not properly segmented.
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We have modified Algorithm 1, in order to solve the problem of segmenting
overlapping lines of different size by considering the fact that the number of lines
in segment 1 is always less than the number of lines in segment 2 for almost all
news items. As such, AVG LINE HEIGHT will be closer to average line height of
segment 2. We need to modify step 5 to implement this heuristic. The modified
step 5 of the Algorithm 1 is given below:

Modification in Algorithm 1

Step 5: For i = 1 to m perform the following operations:
Step 5.1: //for strip from segment 1
if ((HSi > 1.4 ∗ (AVG LINE HEIGHT))
set PT =35, PM= 60 and go to step 5.4.
Step 5.2: //for strip containing some initial portion from segment 1 fol-
lowed by some portion from segment 2
if ((HSi > 1.15 ∗ (AVG LINE HEIGHT))
set PT =35, PM= 60, flag=1 and go to step 5.4.
Step 5.3: //for strip from segment 2
if ((HSi < (AVG LINE HEIGHT))
set PT =25,PM=40 and flag 1 =1.
Step 5.4: if HS i < PT% of AVG LINE HEIGHT, strip is of type 2 then
go to step 5. //for next strip
Step 5.5: if HS i > PM % of AVG LINE HEIGHT, strip type is 1, 3, 5, 6
or 7 and will contain at least one headline and one baseline.
Step 5.6: identify the location of baseline and mark it as BASEj . Also
set height of the middle zone as HGT MID = BASE j − LRH j .
Step 5.7: set last row of line j as LRLj = BASE j + 1

2 (HGT MID).

//This will solve the segmentation problem of strip type of category 1, 3,
5, 7

Step 5.7.1: if (flag= 1 and flag 1 =1)
//current strip is first strip from segment 2

set FRLj = FRH i − 1
2 (HGT MID)

//as shown in Fig. 8 we have adjusted the starting row of 3rd line
//which was incorrectly segmented by Algorithm 1
set flag= 0 and flag 1 =0.

Step 5.8: if LRS i > LRLj //strip type 6 of horizontally overlapping lines
set HS i = HS i−(LRLj −FRLj) and increment j. Set FRLj = LRLj−1 +1
and go to step 5.1. //for same strip
Step 5.9: while LRS i+1 <= LRLj increment i

//skip current and subsequent strips type 4 containing only lower zone
Step 5.10: increment j. Set FRLj = LRLj−1 + 1 and go to step 5. //for
next strip
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Fig. 8. Different sized lines segmented using modified algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 8, the modified algorithm segments line numbers 2 and line
number 3 in such a way that the lost portion of line number 3 has been retained
back. Although, line number 2 contains some portion (encircled in Fig. 8) of next
line (line number 3) which can be considered as noise for line number 2. But problem
here is that line number 3 also contains some portion (encircled in Fig. 8) of line
number 2, which can be considered as noise again for line number 3. We can simply
remove this noise on the basis of width of the stroke or location of the stroke as it
is at the bottom of the line or at the top of the line. The problem of line number 3
has been solved, as complete upper zone of this line has been retained.

3.3. Segmentation of overlapping lines in other Indian languages

The problem of overlapping lines has also been found in newspapers of printed
Devanagari script. In Devanagari script, we do not find all the strips of seven cat-
egories as found in Gurmukhi script (given in Table 1). In this script upper zone
and lower zone characters, if present, are always in contact with their middle zone
characters. Due to this reason we have found strips in printed Devanagari script
newspapers of category/type number 1, 6 and 7 only, i.e. every strip line will contain
at least one middle zone. After analyzing 43 documents of Devanagari script from
newspapers, we have obtained the following statistics on various types of strips.

It can be seen from Table 3 that problem of horizontally overlapping lines in
Devanagari script is very acute as 39.69% of the total strips are of this type. This
problem can, however, be solved easily as compared with Gurmukhi script since
there are only three kinds of strips in this script. One example document taken
from Devanagari newspapers and various strips identified for this document have
been shown in Fig. 9.

The Devanagari script does not contain any strip of types 2 and 4 as explained
earlier. As shown in Fig. 9, strip number 2 and strip number 3 contain multiple

Table 3. Percentage of occurrence of various
strips in Devanagari script printed newspapers.

Type of strip Percentage of occurrence

1 51.23
5 39.69
6 9.08
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Fig. 9. Text containing overlapping lines from Devanagari newspaper.

horizontally overlapping lines. It has also been analyzed that in Devanagari script
whenever there is some vowel modifier in lower zone of one line and next line con-
tains some vowel modifier in upper zone, the two lines almost always overlap. As
such, the problem of segmenting horizontally overlapping lines is severe in Devana-
gari script but due to absence of small strips (type 2 and 4), the problem is compar-
atively easy to solve in comparison with Gurmukhi script. The algorithm developed
for solving the problem in Gurmukhi script works accurately in Devanagari script
also and segments the horizontally overlapping lines perfectly.

This is due to the fact that the Algorithm 1 is based on the headline and baseline,
which is also present in Devanagari script. Similarly, the modified Algorithm 1 is
performing accurately to segment overlapping lines of different size of Devanagari
script. Figure 10 contains the output of the Algorithm 1, when applied to the
document of Fig. 9.

Bangla is another Indian script that has the concept of headline. The Algorithm
1 proposed in this paper also works accurately in order to segment the horizontally
overlapping lines in printed Bangla newspapers. Figure 11 contains an example
document from Bangla newspapers.

The problem of horizontally overlapping lines in Bangla script is less acute
as compared with Gurmukhi and Devanagari script, as noted from the available
newspapers of this script. From the available data, it has been seen that most of
the strips in Bangla newspapers are found to be of type 1 and 7 and very few
of type 6. The results of proposed algorithm applied on the example document of
Fig. 11 are given in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 10. Segmented lines of Devanagari newspaper text using Algorithm 1.

Fig. 11. Bangla text containing overlapping lines.

4. Identification of Various Categories of Touching Characters in
Three Zones

Segmentation of words is the next step in segmentation phase. There is generally
sufficient amount of space between words, even in degraded documents. Due to
this characteristic, segmentation of words is not a complex problem. We have used
inter-word gap for word segmentation.

Once the line and word segmentation has been achieved, we have to segment
the characters for the purpose of recognizing them. Character segmentation is a
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Fig. 12. Bangla text lines segmented using proposed Algorithm 1.

very important step in a text recognition system and accuracy of a text recognition
system heavily depends on this step. The importance of character segmentation
process increases when the input document is degraded. In this section, we have
identified various categories of touching characters in all the three zones in degraded
printed Gurmukhi text documents.

In the next sections, we propose algorithms to segment the touching charac-
ters of all these proposed categories. The work starts with data collection. For
this purpose, we selected truly degraded documents containing touching charac-
ters from various books and magazines as well as normal documents, faxed them,
copied them and scanned them at 300 dpi resolutions. About 100 such documents
were scanned and a database of documents containing touching characters has been
created. Figure 13 consists of one paragraph taken from this database. This para-
graph contains touching characters in middle, upper and lower zones.

4.1. Categories of the touching characters in upper zone

Based on the analysis of Gurmukhi script documents, three categories are proposed
for touching characters in upper zone as shown in Table 4. In category a.1, semi-
vowel bind̄ı (dot shaped) touches with other characters present in upper zone always
on right side. Figure 14(a) contains words from Gurmukhi script in which bind̄ı

Fig. 13. Gurmukhi text containing touching characters.
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Table 4. Various touching categories in upper zone.

Category Percentage of touching Structural features Characters of
number characters of the category of the category the category

a.1 35 Dot shaped bind̄ı ( )
a.2 52 Concaved shaped adhak ( )
a.3 13 Convexed shaped tipp̄ı ( )

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14. Gurmukhi words containing touching characters in upper zone (touching characters have
been marked with circles): (a) bind̄ı touching with other characters, (b) adhak touching with other
characters, (c) tipp̄ı touching with other characters.

touches with other characters in upper zone. Analysis of the documents in our
database reveals that approximately 35% of the total pairs of touching characters
in upper zone fall in this category.

Similarly, for category a.2 concaved shaped adhak semi-vowel touches with other
characters present in upper zone. Figure 14(b) contains some examples of adhak
touching with other characters in upper zone. Approximately 52% touching char-
acters out of the total touching characters in upper zone fall in this category.

Also we have identified category a.3 in which tipp̄ı semi-vowel touches with other
characters present in upper zone. Further, it has been revealed from the analysis
that the semi-vowel tipp̄ı always touches with upper zone segment of the two vowel
modifiers, i.e. , . Figure 14(c) contains examples of tipp̄ı touching with upper
zone segment of , in upper zone.

4.2. Categories of the touching characters in middle zone

After carefully analyzing the database of touching characters in middle zone, it is
found that, on the basis of structural properties of the Gurmukhi script, various
touching characters can be classified into five categories. Some characters may fall
in multiple categories. For each pair of touching characters, these categories are
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Table 5. Various touching categories in middle zone.

Percentage of touching Structural Position numbers in Fig. 15
Category characters falling in features of containing touching
number this category the category Characters pattern of this category

b.1 54 Full sidebar 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 16, 17
at right end

b.2 15 Quarter sidebar 9, 13, 18
at right end

b.3 11 Half sidebar 12
at right end

b.4 16 Curved shape 1, 4, 10, 14
at right end

b.5 4 Miscellaneous 7
characters

Fig. 15. Words containing touching characters in middle zone.

defined on the basis of right side of the left character of the pair. These categories
are shown in Table 5.

In category b.1 the characters have full sidebar at its right end. Using statistical
analysis, it has been found that 54% of the total pairs of touching characters contain
these characters as the left character. There are twelve consonants and one stroke
of two vowel modifiers in Gurmukhi script containing full sidebar at right end.
Category b.2 contains characters having 75–85% of the full sidebar at their right
end. There are four consonants in Gurmukhi script falling in middle zone having this
structural feature. It has been observed that approximately 15% characters of the
total touching characters fall in this category. The characters in category b.3 contain
a half sidebar at right side of the character. Approximate size of the half sidebar
is 40–60% of the total height of the character. There are seven consonants and one
vowel modifier in Gurmukhi script falling in this category. It has been observed that
approximately 11% touching characters of the total touching characters fall in this
category. Similarly, we have identified category b.4, in which the touching character
contains curved shape at its right end. It has been revealed from the statistical
analysis that approximately 16% characters of the total touching characters fall in
this category. There are ten consonants in Gurmukhi script falling in this category.
Remaining 4% of the touching characters are considered in category b.5. We have
two consonants in Gurmukhi script, namely, and falling in this category.
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4.3. Categories of the touching characters in lower zone

Based on the analysis, we also propose three categories of touching patterns in lower
zone as shown in Table 6.

In category c.1, lower zone vowel modifiers and half characters touch the middle
zone characters. Depending upon the quality of the input document, approximately
40–70% of the total lower zone vowel modifiers and half characters touch the mid-
dle zone characters. This may sometimes happen even with non-degraded texts.
Figure 16(a) shows some example words of this kind of touching characters. Cat-
egory c.2 contains touching pattern in which lower zone vowel modifiers and half
characters touches with each other There is a possibility, though rare, of this kind
of touching pattern. Figure 16(b) shows one example word containing this kind of
touching pattern in lower zone. We have proposed category c.3, in which two com-
ponents of a multi-component vowel modifier touch with each other. Figure 16(c)

Table 6. Various touching categories in lower zone.

Percentage of occurrence of
Category touching pattern out of total
number occurrence of these characters Characteristics of pattern

c.1 40–70 vowel modifiers and half characters
touching with middle zone characters

c.2 0.12 vowel modifiers and half characters
touching with each other

c.3 50–70 components of multi-component vowel
modifier touching with each other

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. Touching characters in lower zone (touching characters have been marked with circles):
(a) lower zone characters touching with middle zone characters, (b) lower zone characters touching

with each other, (c) two components of multi-component vowel modifier touching with each other.
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shows example words containing this kind of touching pattern. Also it is analyzed
that whenever vowel modifier is present in Gurmukhi document, approximately
in 50–70% of the cases the two component of this vowel modifier always touch each
other.

5. Segmentation of Touching Characters in Upper Zone

The characters in upper zone usually consist of vowel modifiers, semi-vowels and
stroke of vowel bearer. We can divide these vowels and strokes into following three
categories:

(i) Vowels present in upper zone only.
(ii) A stroke of vowel present in upper zone and other stroke in middle zone.
(iii) Stroke of a vowel bearer in upper zone.

In the first category, whole of the vowel modifier or semi-vowel lies in upper
zone. In second category, there are two vowel modifiers and , whose one stroke
lies in upper zone and produces touching pattern with the characters of first and
third category. The third category contains other shapes appearing in upper zone.

Vowel bearer contains a stroke which lies in upper zone and may touch with
other characters of upper zone. Similarly, when vowel bearer appears with vowel
modifier hōrā, it changes the shape of hōrā and results in combined shape of . The
hōrā vowel modifier present in upper zone of may touch with other characters in
upper zone. Table 7 consists of Pronunciation of name, category and shape of the
vowels, semi-vowels and other strokes present in upper zone.

For segmenting the touching characters in upper zone, we have proposed
Algorithm 2 based on the structural properties of Gurmukhi characters. Struc-
tural properties of Gurmukhi characters reveal that every character in upper zone
consists of single concavity or convexity in its structure. This concept of single

Table 7. Pronunciation of name, category and actual shape of
vowels, semi-vowels and other strokes (jointly named sub-symbol
or character) present in top zone.

Name of the
character Category Shape of the character

sihār̄ı second

bihār̄ı second
lānvām first

dulānvām first
hōrā first

kanaurā first

adhak first
bind̄ı first
tipp̄ı first
ūrā third
hōrā third
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concavity or convexity is used to segment the touching characters in upper zone.
We propose the following algorithm to segment the touching characters in upper
zone.

Algorithm 2

Step 1: Find the top profile of the character and store it in an array top profile[ ].
Step 2: Compute first order difference of top profile and store it in ∆ri.
Step 3: Determine the shape of the character (concavity or convexity) as follows:

set i = 0;
while (∆ri = 0) increment i; //no change in direction skip the column.
if (∆ri < 0) shape = concave and go to step 4;
if (∆ri > 0) shape = convex and go to step 5.

Step 4: Search for smallest i st ∆ri > 0 and ∆ri+1 <= 0
if no such i exist, then no merged character else mark i as segmentation
column.
Go to step 6.

Step 5: Search for smallest i st ∆ri < 0 and ∆ri+1 >= 0
If no such i exist, then no merged character else mark i as segmentation
column.

Step 6: If segmentation column exists make a cut at segmentation column.

The working of this algorithm is illustrated using an example word as shown in
Fig. 17. One can see from this figure that as the column number increases while mov-
ing from left to right, the number of pixels in top profile also increases (Fig. 17(d)).
After some columns, the number of pixels starts decreasing. This increase and
subsequently decrease of the number of pixels represents the convex shape of the
character. Now, whenever this downward trend of the pixels changes its direction
to upwards, this marks the segmentation column. If the first character is concave
in nature, the number of pixels initially decreases and after few columns it starts
increasing. After this increase, whenever a decrement in the number of pixels in a
column appears, it is marked as segmentation column.

Segmentation problem in this zone becomes difficult when kanaurā touches with
other characters. As the shape of this character contains one small concavity fol-
lowed by small convexity, it produces incorrect segmentation or sometimes even no
segmentation. But the chances of occurring touching characters involving kanaurā
are very less. As shown in Fig. 18, second example word contains kanaurā touching
with bind̄ı and applying Algorithm 2 on this touching pair produces no desired
segmentation as shown in Fig. 18(e).

Noise may also sometimes affect the accuracy. During the process of finding
the concavity or convexity, if some noise pixels are present in such a way that it
disturbs the concavity or convexity of the touching characters, it may also result
in incorrect segmentation as happens in third example word of Fig. 18. Another
kind of problem is that when two touching characters are merged extremely that
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 17. Segmentation process: (a) example word, (b) extended view of example word,
(c) extended view of problem area, (d) top profile of problem area, (e) segmenting column in
top profile, (f) actual segmented characters.

individual shapes are hard to extract, in that case also incorrect segmentation takes
place as shown in first example word of Fig. 18.

We have tried to implement the same algorithm for segmenting the touching
characters in printed Devanagari script. Due to structural similarities between Gur-
mukhi and Devanagari script, Algorithm 2 with some modification can be imple-
mented for solving the problem.

In Devanagari script, five symbols (vowels/other strokes) in upper zone have
convex shape, e.g. , , , , and some symbols have convex like shape, e.g.

. Only one vowel modifier contains two little concavities. Although chances
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 18. Segmentation problems in upper zone: (a) example word, (b) problem area, (c) top
profile of problem area, (d) incorrect segmentation for first and third words and no segmentation
for second word, (e) segmented characters after implementing the Algorithm 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19. Touching characters in upper zone of Devanagari script: (a) touching characters which
can be segmented using Algorithm 2, (b) touching characters which can be segmented using some
modification in Algorithm 2, (c) word containing three touching characters in upper zone.

of touching with other symbols are very less. The Algorithm 2 works accurately
for segmenting the touching characters containing convex shaped symbol as first
character (shown in Fig. 19(a)) of the touching pair. Vowel contains convex like
shape and vowel contains two small convexities. When Algorithm 2 is applied
on touching characters involving , it will produce no segmentation and for will
produce incorrect segmentation. Words containing touching characters involving
and are shown in Fig. 19(b). So we can modify the Algorithm 2 as whenever there
is a significant decrease number of pixels in top profile, and subsequently increase
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number of pixels in top profile indicates the segmentation column. Also, when there
are three vowels touching in upper zone (shown in Fig. 19(c)), the algorithm will
not segment all the three but only first two.

6. Segmentation of Touching Characters in Middle Zone

Most of the touching characters are found in middle zone of a degraded printed
Gurmukhi script document. The aforementioned categories in Sec. 4.2 of touch-
ing characters in middle zone have been treated individually for segmentation, as
detailed below. We propose the following algorithm to segment the touching char-
acters falling in middle zone.

Algorithm 3

Step 1: Recognize all the m headlines as explained in step 2 of Algorithm 1. Denote
last row of the headlines as LRH1, LRH2, LRH 3, . . . ,LRH m. and first row
of the headlines as FRH1, FRH2, FRH 3, . . . ,FRH m.
//number of headlines are same as number of lines to identified

Step 2: for i = 1 to m perform the following operations:
//m is total number of lines in document
Step 2.1: recognize the boundaries of all p words in line i using vertical
projections. Denote first and last column of word j as FCWj and LCWj

for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , p

Step 2.2: for k = 1 to p performs the following operation:
//for each word k in line i

Step 2.2.1: recognize the headline for individual word using horizontal
projections. Denote first row of headline for word k as FRWk and the
last row of the headline for word k as LRWk.
Step 2.2.2: identify the base line row of the word k using continuous
vertical projections. Mark it as BASEk. Also set height of the middle
zone as HGT MID = BASEk −EHWk + 1.
Step 2.2.3: note the continuous vertical projection CVP[w], ∀ column
w from FCWk to LCWk, between LRWk to BASEk.
Step 2.2.4: for g =FCWk to LCWk perform the following steps:
//for all the columns in word k

Case 1: //category b.1
Step 2.2.4.1: if number of pixels in CVP[g] >= 0.96
∗HGT MID
//full sidebar column detected, i.e. category b.1
go to step 2.2.4.2 else go to step 2.2.4.4.
Step 2.2.4.2: while CVP[g] >= 0.85 ∗HGT MID, increment g.
Step 2.2.4.3: g marks the segmentation column to segment
the touching characters of category b.1. Go to step 2.2.4.
//for next sidebar full, partial or half in the same word if exists
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Case 2: //category b.2
Step 2.2.4.4: if number of pixels in CVP[g] >= 0.85
∗HGT MID
//partial sidebar column detected, i.e. category b.2
go to step 2.2.4.5 else go to step 2.2.4.7.
Step 2.2.4.5: while CVP[g] >= 0.75 ∗HGT MID, increment
g.
Step 2.2.4.6: g marks the segmentation column to segment
the touching characters of category b.2. Go to step 2.2.4.

Case 3: //category b.3
Step 2.2.4.7: if number of pixels in CVP[g] >= 0.40 ∗HGT
MID and CVP[g] <= 0.60 ∗HGT MID
//half sidebar column detected, i.e. category b.3
go to step 2.2.4.8 else go to step 2.2.4.
Step 2.2.4.8: while CVP[g + 1]) >= 0.20 ∗HGT MID, incre-
ment g.
Step 2.2.4.9: g marks the segmentation column to segment
the touching characters of category b.3. Go to step 2.2.4.

Step 2.2.5: go to step 2.2. //for next word

Step 3: Go to step 2. //for next line

Case 1 of Algorithm 3 takes care of segmenting the touching characters of a word
consisting of touching characters of category b.1. Firstly horizontal and vertical
projections of a word having such type of touching characters are taken. After that,
start of the headline and end of the headline have been identified in horizontal
projection area. The possible locations of sidebar columns are marked in vertical
projection area. We can put a white line (segmentation column) after these locations
and segmentation is achieved. This algorithm is based upon the structural property
of Gurmukhi script, that, in all the Gurmukhi characters if sidebar exists, it is always
present at extreme right end of the character, in contrary to Devanagari and Bangla
script, where it may appear in the middle of the character. The advantage of this
algorithm is that we do not need to identify the candidate for segmentation. Also,
more than two touching characters in a single word can be segmented using this
algorithm and if the width of touching blob is greater than or equal to the width
of the stroke, even then, this algorithm works efficiently.

Similarly case 2 of Algorithm 3 has been developed to segment the touching
characters falling in category b.2. The characters falling in this category consist of
the sidebar of approximate height of 75–85% of the total height of the character.
Whenever such a column occurs, we continue to look for more consecutive columns.
When we get a column whose height is less than 75% of the height of the character,
we put a segmentation mark for this category of touching characters.

A challenging task in segmenting the touching characters falling in category b.3
is how to identify the small sidebar, which is approximately half of the total height
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of the character. We have developed case 3 in Algorithm 3 to segment the touching
characters falling in this category. Case 3 of the algorithm sometimes fails producing
incorrect segmentation. The reason behind this is that there are some characters in
Gurmukhi script, which have little sidebar at their middle or at extreme left end.
These characters are , , . A solution for this problem has been implemented by
considering the fact that whenever we are encountered in case 3, after terminating
of half sidebar columns, it is noted that for the next few columns (depending upon
width of the stroke), at least one column must contain less than 20% pixels of height
of the characters. If no such column is obtained, ignore that half sidebar column
(i.e. it will be from , , characters), otherwise segment the touching characters
at this position.

After implementing the above-mentioned cases we look for candidates for seg-
mentation by considering the aspect ratio of the characters. For segmenting the
touching characters, we look for the first order difference of the density of pixels
from left one-third column to right one-third column of the candidate character.
The minimum of the first order difference is considered2 as segmentation column.
Figure 20 shows some words containing touching characters falling in category b.4
with problem area encircled.

After implementing the above-mentioned algorithm, one is able to segment
about 76–86% of the total touching characters. Over-segmentation occurs in approx-
imately 8–14% of cases and incorrect segmentation takes place in about 2–3% of
cases. Also, in 4–7% cases the algorithm is unable to segment the touching charac-
ters and bypasses it without segmenting. The major problems that we face during
segmentation using this algorithm are shown in Fig. 21 and explained.

Sometimes a character has a stroke similar in shape of half, full or quarter
sidebar, as shown in Fig. 21(a). Since Algorithm 3 (case 1, 2 and 3) is based on
the concept of sidebar, it results into over-segmentation, by considering a non-
sidebar stroke as sidebar stroke. Identifying the candidate of segmentation is not
possible in some cases as shown in Figs. 21(b) and 21(d). This is due to the fact
that width of touching characters pair is comparable to the two widest characters
in Gurmukhi script ( , ). A solution to this problem has been found, using the
fact that both of these characters do not contain any headline. This concept is
used to identify whether a wide character is actually a touching pair or a single
character ( , ).

The proposed algorithm fails to segment the characters when the touching blob
is very big in size as shown in Fig. 21(c). This, however, identifies the touching pair
using its aspect ratio.

Fig. 20. Touching characters falling in category b.4 (problem area encircled).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 21. Problems in segmenting touching characters in middle zone.

7. Segmentation of Touching Characters in Lower Zone

As described in Sec. 4.3, touching characters in lower zone can be divided into three
categories. For category c.1 it is sufficient to identify the base line of a strip. Base
line segments the middle zone characters from lower zone characters. As shown in
Fig. 22(a–d), middle zone characters have been segmented from lower zone charac-
ters by identifying the base line. For category c.2, candidate of segmentation can be
identified by the aspect ratio of the characters. The character having aspect ration
greater than a threshold value is considered to be candidate of segmentation. For
actual segmentation, one can use the same technique as used for segmenting the
touching characters of category b.4 in Sec. 6. Recognition of pattern of category c.3
is sufficient and needs no segmentation.

8. Results and Discussions

The main objective of this work is to provide a complete solution for segmentation
phase including line, word and character segmentation of Gurmukhi script docu-
ments. As the problem of word segmentation is trivial and we have discussed in
detail character segmentation and line segmentation problems which include meth-
ods to segment the multiple horizontally overlapping lines and segment the touching
characters present in all the three zones in degraded printed Gurmukhi script.

For segmenting horizontally overlapping lines, we have scanned a number of
documents taken from leading newspapers of Gurmukhi script. The problem of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 22. Segmentation of touching characters of category c.1 in lower zone: (a) line containing
touching characters of category c.1, (b) base line identified, (c) middle zone characters separated
from lower zone, (d) lower zone characters separated from middle zone characters.

overlapping lines and existence of small strips is found even in good quality news-
papers as described in Table 1. The algorithm developed in the present paper seg-
ments the horizontally overlapping lines along with associating the small size strips
(containing only lower/upper zone) to their respective text lines. A modified ver-
sion of this algorithm is able to segment the overlapping text lines of different size.
The algorithms discussed in literature to segment overlapping lines,15,16,23 fail to
solve the problem of segmenting the overlapping lines of different size. As given in
Table 2, the problem of more than two overlapping lines exists in Gurmukhi script
documents and the available methods do not solve this problem. The Algorithm 1
proposed by us tackles this problem very efficiently. This algorithm is also tested on
documents taken from poorly printed magazines and old documents of Gurmukhi
script. We have achieved 98.6% accuracy in segmenting the horizontally overlap-
ping lines along with associating the small size strips (containing only lower/upper
zone) to their respective text lines using this algorithm. The same algorithm has
also been used to segment the horizontally overlapping lines from Devanagari and
Bengali script and it produces equally good results.

We have also tried to solve the challenging problem of segmentation of merged
characters in degraded Gurmukhi text. For this purpose, the merged charac-
ters are segmented according to the touching zones. Separate algorithms have
been developed for the three zones. The algorithms have been tested on around
100 degraded printed Gurmukhi script documents. The results on eight repre-
sentative degraded printed Gurmukhi script documents are given in Table 8.
The percentage accuracy of segmentation for these documents is in the range
of 77–86%.
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Table 8. Percentage accuracy in middle zone.

Number of
touching sub- Number of

Total symbols in category correctly Missed Over-
sub- segmented segmentation segmentation Percentage

Document symbols b.1 b.2 b.3 b.4 sub-symbols (percentage) (percentage) accuracy

Doc1 955 39 12 14 2 56 5.97 10.45 83.58
Doc2 1023 46 9 30 13 81 5.10 12.25 82.65
Doc3 984 105 26 21 18 131 7.06 15.88 77.06
Doc4 1023 119 33 41 25 200 3.21 5.05 91.74
Doc5 1045 125 34 36 27 189 4.50 10.36 85.14
Doc6 992 57 7 14 22 86 5.00 9.00 86
Doc7 923 41 6 17 6 58 2.86 14.28 82.86
Doc8 776 14 4 2 15 32 0 8.57 91.43

Table 9. Percentage accuracy in upper zone.

Number of
Total Number of correctly Missed Over-

characters in touching segmented segmentation segmentation Percentage
Document upper zone sub-symbols sub-symbols (percentage) (percentage) accuracy

Doc1 307 19 15 5.26 15.79 78.95
Doc2 357 15 12 0 20 80.0
Doc3 319 22 20 4.55 4.55 90.90
Doc4 297 17 13 5.88 17.65 76.47
Doc5 324 20 16 10 10 80.00
Doc6 267 14 12 0 14.29 85.71
Doc7 243 18 15 5.56 11.11 83.33
Doc8 189 10 8 10 10 80.00

Similarly, for segmenting the touching characters in upper zone we have tested
Algorithm 3 proposed in Sec. 7 and observed that an accuracy of 76–86% is achieved.
The results are given in Table 9.

For segmenting the touching characters of category c.1 in lower zone, the tech-
nique given in Sec. 7 has been tested. It has been observed that 94.4% of lower
zone characters are correctly segmented from middle zone characters by using the
concept of base line. It has been observed that the touching characters of category
c.2 are very few in degraded printed Gurmukhi documents. The proposed algorithm
segments these touching characters also very efficiently.

Figure 23 contains part of a Gurmukhi script document containing touching
characters. Figure 24 contains results of standard character segmentation algo-
rithms applied on the document. Each sub-symbol has been shown by different
color. One can see in Fig. 24 that most of the touching sub-symbols have not been
segmented correctly. We have encircled a few non-segmented sub-symbols.

Figure 25 contains the output of the document after the application of Algo-
rithm 1. One can see that most of touching sub-symbols have been correctly
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Fig. 23. Part of Gurmukhi script document.

Fig. 24. Segmented characters using standard character segmentation algorithms producing
incorrect segmentation.

Fig. 25. Segmented characters using proposed algorithms.
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segmented. It can also be noted that, one sub-symbol has been over-segmented.
The over-segmented character has been encircled.
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